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Since most of Sabacc's explanations originally came from Star Wars books, and therefore lacked any in-depth explanation of the rules, it is clear that many different sets of rules have emerged as different people have tried to play the game differently. Thus, anyone who has played another version of
Sabacc can be caught by a few different rules of this version. However, these rules seem to be pretty true to how I percieve Sabacc work with reading books. If anyone has any comments or suggestions, please send them to me. The Sabacc rules implemented in this game are: the Sabacc deck consists
of 76 cards, in the following configuration: Four Costumes (Sabli, Flasks, Coins, Staves) Values 1 - 11 Ranking Cards Commander (value 12) Mistress (value 13) Master (value -1 Ace (value 15) Two copies of eight Face Cards Star (value -17) Angry (value -15) Moderation (value -14) Demise (value -13)
Balance (value -11) Endurance (value -8) The queen of air and darkness (darkness) 2) Idiot (value 0) NB. In this game, each suit has both an ace (value 15) and one (value 1)! The main goal of Sabacc is to win credits. There are two pots: the main pot and the Sabacc pot. Each hand begins with the fact
that each player places the ante in both the Main Bank and the Bank Sabakk. Subsequent bets during the hand will be placed only in the Main Bank. Starting with the player to the left of the dealer, each player can choose either a bet or a fold. By clockwise from this player, each person must match the
previous bet to stay in the hand. They can also raise the rate to a new amount. If a raise is made, all players must at least match the new bet amount to stay in the hand. When no one wants to raise more, the stakes are over. There can be 2 to 8 players in the game. The winning hands in Sabacc are
hands that are a total of 23 or -23, which are called Pure Sabacc, or a hand made from an idiot (cost 0) 2 of any suit and 3 of any suit (it's a literal 023) called The Idiot's Array. The Idiot's Array beats Pure Sabacc. If none has any of these winning hands, the player with the highest hand is just below 23
wins. After the initial bet is completed, two cards are dealt to each player. Players then take turns drawing the card or standing. After that, there is another round of betting. The first-to-fourth rounds of the game and betting are usually considered the pot creation phase, and the game cannot be called
during that time. After the bank phase is over, any player can decide that he wants to call in hand. The last round of betting takes place, starting with The Calling player, and then the players reveal their cards. Any player with a hand totaling more than 23, less than -23, or exactly 0 at the time when the



hand is called has bombed out. for bombing Out is to pay an amount equal to the contents of the Main Bank in Pot. The winning player takes the contents of the Main Bank. If this player wins with a net Sabacc or an array of idiot, Sabacc Pot is also going. In the event that two or more players have equal
winning hands, sudden demise is taken between these players. Each player in Sudden Demise is given one additional card. Their hands are then summed up to include their new card. Whichever player, it has the best modified side wins. If all players are involved in a sudden death bomb, they do not have
to pay into the Sabacc bank, but no one is entitled to win at the main bank. The main pot in this case goes to the player with the best hand, which is not bombed. At any time during the game, right up to the point where players reveal their cards, Sabacc Shift can occur. This random event redistributes the
values of the cards in the game. This is the rare case where Sabacc Shift occurs three or more times in one hand, although once to be expected and twice is not abnormal. The only way to prevent the map from being affected by Shift is to place it in the interference field (should be implemented in a later
version of Sabacc). The player can put the card on the field at any time during the game. This field prevents Shift from affecting any card placed in it. These rules are adapted from those on pagat, the site is all about card games. Copyright © 2007-2008 Joel Cross and Sabacc Project Home Role-Playing
Star Wars: Edge Empire RPG Sabacc Rules Home Role Game Star Wars: Edge Empire RPG Sabacc Rules Source: UABS:27; SoF:119 The following rules can be used to simulate one round or hand sabacc, a popular card game in the Star Wars universe. In sabacc, players try to develop a hand ±23
using a deck of 78 chip cards that shift between positive and negative versions of their numbers until they play. The table agrees to a bet, and each player pays this amount to the bank. Use Cool to create a basic pool of bones. GM adds the complexity of the dice to the player's pool based on the difficulty
of the game and the skill of the opponents. The player rolls the dice pool, leaving the bones on the table. He then rolls one Death force to illustrate the changing nature of the card signs. For each dark side character, one success and one advantage are converted into failure and threat, respectively.
Conversely, each light side symbol changes one failure and one threat into success and advantage, respectively. To cheat, the character instead uses his deception, Skulduggery, or Computers Skills Pool for the test. Update the difficulty of checking skills once. On the symbol of despair, the PC caught
cheating, and gambling immediately stops, solve the opening. About success, Pc will hit his bet. For each additional success he wins from the bank another bet. A allows him to identify a positive or negative 23 and win the whole pot sabacc. The round is over. The results of the Interpretation Restore 1
strain as one of the cards in your hands suddenly flips in your favor. Add Boost to Die on your next roll as you successfully bluff. Find out, says the opponent and lower the complexity of your next roll once. Identify a positive or negative 23 and win the entire sabacc pot (determined by GM). Suffer 1 strain
as one of the cards in your hand suddenly flips over, forcing you to change your strategy. Add the failure to die to your next roll as you fall for your opponent's bluff. You lose the ability to focus on the game by upgrading the complexity of your next roll once. If you don't cheat, you bomb, you run out of
chips, or otherwise get thrown out of the game.     It's a stupid enterprise (Apatros) - Droma src src - a popular card game, which is often played for high stakes. When played professionally, the game was controlled by a dealer, either organic, as in Coruscant's Outlander Club, where four armed Kiughfid
dealers handed out cards and took money for a house, or mechanical, as in other places where an automated sabac dealer droid watched proceedings. Ryn claimed to have invented the sabacic deck and maps as a means of fortune-telling. The contents of the show RulesEdit Sabacc could be played
with the automated droids of the sabacc dealer. The sabacc used a deck of seventy-six cards with sixty numbered cards divided into four suits and two copies of eight special cards. Each player is dealt two cards (sometimes five, depending on the set of rules of the game at the table) that make up their
hand. Each hand has four phases: betting, calling, shifting and drawing. Betting phase: Starting with the player to the left of the dealer, the player has the opportunity to place a bet. A typical sabacc game consists of several consecutive rounds, and officially ends when the player wins with one of the three
special winning hands. At the beginning of each round, each player brings the ante to the hand bank, which goes to the man with the winning hand at the end of that hand. The winner in the standard sabacca is a player who holds a hand with an absolute value close to 23 (with both 23 and 23 euros
possible); This player wins the hand bank. Since No 21 is closer to 23 euros than 20 to 23, No 21 will trump the positive 20; however, in a situation where both Nos 21 and 21 are in the game at the same time, a positive 21 wins. Players with a hand above 23 or below 23 are believed to have been
bombed, thereby losing their hand and in some cases having to pay into the bank sabacc. Sabakch pot is another pot to which must ante each side. This special pot can only be won by winning a hand with one of three goat points: pure sabacc either No.23 or No 23 (with former trump last) or Idiot's Array.
Array is a special hand containing a card called The Idiot, costing zero, two of any costumes and three identical costumes. When lined up on the table, the Idiot's array reads, literally, like 023, and is considered the highest hand in the game, goating even a clean sabacc 23. Winning with any of these three
special hands will give this player both a hand bank and a sabacc pot, and is usually seen as the end of the gameplay for one game. Call phase: The player has the ability to call a hand during the call phase of another player, but not on his own. Shift phase: The cards themselves are small, electronic
devices with a display panel covering the surface of one side; This panel is able to shift the costume displayed and the cost of each card when it is told to do so by the computer that is playing the game, or when the player has the ability to manually shuffle the cost of the card. Thus, the player can get new
cards of any possible suit or rank without actually having to take new cards from the deck itself. Drawing Phase: The player can also draw or discard individual cards from his hand. During the drawing phase, the player can exchange the card in hand for the card. If a player decides to simply reset the card
at this stage, this individual card is removed from the game and cannot be removed. StrategyEdit A Herglic, playing sabakch with Umbaran In sabacc, the strategy is not only that other players can have better hands, but also that the player's hand can change when he least expects it. The card values in
the game are shuffled randomly and without warning; Depending on the option in the game, this can happen even after the game has been called, but before the cards have been shown or counted. The standard sabacc also includes the concept of blocking card values so they don't change. When playing
at a professional table or venue, the table itself generates a interference field in which players can push the card face down, and the cards in that field are not randomized by the impulses sent by the game. Amateur or private games that don't use a professional table instead use cards that can be
individually frozen using a special button on the map, or by placing a small jamming chip over the card, simulating the effect of the field. In some sets of rules, however, cards are randomized only when specifically selected by the player, usually by clicking the spot on the map itself. The PlayEdit
Tournament includes several variations on the order of the game, card trading and options available to players. Due to higher stakes, the nature of cash games in such Players traditionally have the opportunity to do something known as quitting; essentially picking up your income and just leaving. Of the
five final players in the remarkable Cloud City Sabacc tournament in 2BBY, two decided to fold rather than bomb. In addition, players with less than four cards were allowed to request an additional card during betting rounds during this tournament. Han Solo used this option to get the fourth card, which,
after scrambling all his cards, gave him a score of twenty-three, pure sabacc. House ruledInit Han Solo plays a sabacc game with the Millennium Falcon at stake. Outside of the tournament game, most private games and professional agencies played sabacc using home rules or allowed players to specify
one of the many rule options that the table would use. Home rules used a choice of rule changes, for example, often stating that a player could place no more than two cards in a neutral field where they were not affected by the shift, or that the Idiot array could be created using two different numerical
suits, instead of requiring that both two and three were the same costume. Another general rule of the house, as mentioned earlier, was that the amount of the bet was paid to the bank sabacc on bust, zero, or loss on call. VariantsEdit There were several common styles of sabacc play, including the
Bespin Standard, Empress Theta Preferred, Cloud City Casino, and the Corellian gambit. Each style had slightly different rules. Other options included Jhabacc, which was a version of the high stakes sabacc; A random sabacc in which house rules were changed at random intervals; Force Sabak, which
used a modified deck with the light side of the Force and the Dark Side of the Force's themed suits; Centran sabacc, which included additional maps and was often used in fortune-telling; and one seen in Lucky Despot, where the cards are printed on ceramic tiles. The other two options were Rylothean
rules and Dantovin's rules. The Galactic Empire as well as members of the Rebel Alliance often played a sabacc version called Trooper Sabacc at various outposts to pass the time between duty assignments. Gungans Ote Gunga developed a sabacc option in which low scores prevailed. Baron
Administrator Lando Calrissian is rumoured to have won the position by playing in the Sabakk Cloud City variant. Another option was The Riftwalker, invented and played by asteroid miners in the Chiloon Rift. CheatingEdit How Many Corellians Need to Change a Shining Stick? None! If the room is dark,
you can't see the Corellians cheating on the sabacc! (Corran Horn'src) Sabakch is a scammer like any kind of gambling, the high-stakes nature of sabacc often leads to deception. Aside from various basic sleight of hand palming tricks, many cheats have used a scammer, a small portable which can be
secretly used to manipulate game cards and neutral field field give the user an unfair advantage in the game. Another means involves a skifter, a rigged card that has been unobtrusively replaced by a normal in the deck. Barpotomous Drebble once used this against Lando Calrissian in the tournament,
just before the latter won business to Cloud City on the planet Bespin. On some planets, deception in sabacc can mean death or jail and a large fine. Force users who play sabacic can sometimes use the Force to stack the deck or to view their opponents' cards. ListEdit's Standard Sabacc deck includes
76 cards. Coins, flasks, sabers, Staves: 1-11 Commander (12) Mistress (13) Master (14) Ace (15) The queen of air and darkness (No 2) Endurance (No 8) Balance (No 11) Death (No 13) Moderation (No14) Evil One (No 15) Star (No 17) (No 17) The deck includes only one copy of the standard person
cards listed above and possesses these additional face cards : Destroyed Starship Satellite Wheel Chance Danger Universe Legate (rating card in each suit with a value of 11, but trumps the standard 11) Others uses TheEdit Sabacc card. Did you know the old pentapod that these things were once used
to tell the story of fate? (Lando Calrissian in Wuffi Raasrk) The Centran sabacc deck was also used for divination and cartomancy. Lando Calrissian became familiar with the use of sabacc cards for fortune-telling early in his career. In a conversation with Wuffi Raa on the planet, Sharu Lando described
the consequences of several maps: Commander Stave meant a messenger on behalf of a fool (Lando's map indicated that he was often associated with himself). The Sabres' Six meant the end of the journey. The destroyed spaceship meant catastrophic changes in the near future, death and destruction.
Lando described it as the worst card in the entire deck. Satellite implies a lot of pretty nasty things... deceit, deceit, betrayal. The wheel meant luck, both good and bad, the beginning and the end of things, a chance. The universe implied that the subject would be able to do whatever he or she wanted to
do. The order in which the maps were drawn suggested their value for the subject. The first map described the subject; his or her main opponent or antagonist. The third drawn map, placed above the others, represented the conscious or stated motives of the subject, while the fourth, placed below the
others, represented a deeper, subconscious motive. The fifth map on the left was the past; the sixth, located on the right, represents the immediate future. The maps above it represented future obstacles. The final map drawn was the final result. It is not clear how widespread such use (or in its
effectiveness) can be. Behind the ScenesIts Full Deck and Official Rules Rules included in the West End game RPG supplement Crisis on Cloud City. Michael Stern is credited, along with Douglas Kaufman and Greg Gorden, with developing these extracurricular sabacc rules. The game is identical to its
counterpart in the universe, except that the dice are used to simulate the shifting values of the cards. Today it is the only seal of the official and full sabacic deck. Sabacc probably had his start in the second draft scenario The Empire Strikes Back when Han Solo mentions that his friend Lando Calrissian
won the City of Clouds in the game sabacca. , and the balance (Justice) is 11. The value of each face card seems to correspond to the number of its equivalent of Major Arcana. In addition, the number of cards in the Sabaak deck (76) is similar to the tarot deck, which has 78 cards. The Centran sabacc
deck used in L. Neil Smith's novel Lando Calrissian (which contains the first named Sabac cards) is even more similar. Further parallels can be found in the use of sabacc maps for divination, which Lando Calrissian demonstrates in Lando Calrissian and Mindharp Sharu- just as some people use tarot
cards in real life. In Star Wars: Knights of the Old Republic of duoology, Sabacc's predecessor, pazaak, pretends, although it is not important to play it to progress in any game. AppearanceIt Sources Notes and LinksEdit In other languages of SesskiDeutcheSpahol⽇本語Portugus ezkidejol⽇本語
Portuguyas star wars galaxy's edge sabacc rules. star wars ccg sabacc rules. star wars rpg sabacc rules
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